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Dear Parents and Students,

Greetings from Brookfield International School!!!

Each day is an opportunity to expand the horizons,
explore the passions, and cultivate the skills that will
shape the future. Children, you must embrace every
lesson, challenge, and friendship that comes along the
way, for these experiences will mould you all into the
leaders and thinkers of tomorrow. Hence, it is rightly said
that- “Every dream you dream, every goal you set, and
every adventure you embark upon begins with a single
step. Embrace each step with curiosity, courage, and a
heart full of wonder, for within you lies the power to turn
dreams into reality."

Parents, your encouragement, guidance, and partnership
in your child's education are instrumental in their
success. Together, we form a strong foundation for our
students to build their dreams. Let's carry the inspiration
forward, serving as a powerful reminder that each day
presents us with unique opportunities to learn, grow, and
make a meaningful, positive impact on our world. 

As we reflect on the past month's vibrant activities and
remarkable accomplishments, September has
undeniably proven to be a dynamic and enriching period
at BFIS. It's with great enthusiasm that we bring to you
some highlights of the memorable moments that
unfolded during the time.

With heartfelt gratitude and warmest regards,

Ms. PARAMJOT, Ms. PRIYANKA KAUSHAL & Ms. SAKSHI GERA
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FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD



       Every street corner is a stage, and
every person is a potential actor. Nukkad
Natak brings stories to life which the
audience least expects.

Inter-House Competition
N U K K A D  N A T A K

In a splendid display of talent and
awareness, Brookfield International
School hosted the Inter-House Nukkad
Natak Competition on September 1,
2023. This event became a platform for
our students to advocate for crucial
social issues through the power of
drama. 

The nukkad nataks showcased an array
of topics encompassing women's
empowerment, the right to education,
gender discrimination, and violence
against women. Our students left no
stone unturned in delivering compelling
performances that entertained and
provoked deep thought. The event's
resounding success echoed our
commitment to raising awareness
about vital social issues.
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Teachers are the unsung heroes, the
architects of a brighter future. They

shape minds, instill values, and ignite
a passion for learning. With

unwavering dedication, they light the
way for generations to come.

TEACHERS' DAY

On September 5, 2023, Brookfield
International School came
together to celebrate Teacher's
Day with heartfelt appreciation for
our dedicated educators. 

The students paid tribute to their
inspirational mentors through a
dazzling Cultural Extravaganza,
showcasing their talents in
mesmerizing dance performances
and soul-stirring music. Laughter
filled the school grounds as
students and teachers engaged in
friendly games, fostering deeper
connections beyond the
classroom. 

The worthy management of
Brookfield International School
further heightened the celebration
by generously sponsoring a
sumptuous lunch, allowing our
teachers to relax and enjoy the
moment with their colleagues. 

Hon'ble President Mr Manav
Singla delivered a heartfelt speech
acknowledging the teachers'
dedication, and the Founder
Principal, Dr. JK Singh, praised the
teachers for their commendable
work. It was a day overflowing with
love, respect, and admiration for
our exceptional educators.
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https://reflectandrespond.com/nanak-naam-jahaj-hai-chadhe-so-utre-paar/


Brookfield International School organised an
informative session with gynaecologist               
Dr Tajinder Kaur and nutritionist Dr Sahiba
Agarwal. 

The event, held on September 2, 2023, aimed
to empower parents with essential
reproductive and nutritional health
knowledge. This initiative highlights our
commitment to encouraging informed, open
conversations on crucial subjects.

The interactive session emphasized the
significance of discussing puberty-related
matters with children since only some of
their information comes from reliable
sources. The primary goal was to provide
accurate insights into puberty, menstruation,
and nutritional health while underlining the
importance of open communication between
parents and their children.

“Empowered girls are informed
girls. Knowledge about their
health equips them with the
strength to make informed
choices, shaping a future of

vitality and well-being.”
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Doctor’s Visit



J A N M A S H T A M I
C E L E B R A T I O N

The school radiated with vibrant, festive colours
during the special celebration of Janmashtami. Our
little ones danced with infectious enthusiasm to the
melodious tunes of Krishna songs and Bhajans, while
the seniors showcased their talent with classical
dances and songs in honour of the occasion.
Distinguished guests, 

Patron, Hon'ble Mrs Neelam Singla, and President,
Mr Manav Singla, graced this occasion with their
presence, extending warm wishes to our students
and staff. Their words emphasized the values of unity
and spreading joy on this auspicious day. This
delightful event provided our students with a
meaningful understanding of the significance of
Janmashtami, fostering a sense of togetherness and
celebration among all.
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CALLIGRAPHY
COMPETITION

"The essence of calligraphy
encompasses more than just graceful

strokes; it also encapsulates the
artistry of self-expression.”

This competition served as a
poignant reminder of calligraphy's
enduring beauty and significance—
an ageless art that continues to
inspire generations. It highlights how
creativity flows from the nib of a pen,
granting words the ability to take
flight and rendering art immortal."
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Brookfield International School
organised a Calligraphy Competition
on September 15, 2023, for students
of Grades I and II. 

The primary objective of this event
was to foster an appreciation for
calligraphy among young learners,
offering them a platform to showcase
their creative prowess and
penmanship skills. 



S T E M  E D U C A T I O N

“Steminism" is the promotion of
gender equality and inclusivity within

STEM fields, advocating for equal
opportunities in science, technology,

engineering, and mathematics."   

Engaging in an SDG (Sustainable
Development Goals) activity titled
'Steminism,' Brookfield International
School continued its commitment to
holistic education. The significance
of fostering independent critical
thinking and problem-solving skills in
a child's development cannot be
overstated.

STEM education serves as a robust
foundation for cultivating these skills. It
empowers children to harness the tools
at their disposal, closely examine
problems, both literal and abstract, and
engage in critical thinking—a
transformative process that nurtures
essential life skills transcending the
confines of the classroom. These
competencies are vital for the healthy
development of children, regardless of
gender. Our Grade I & II students delved
into the world of living and non-living
things through hands-on activities, an
experience they thoroughly relished.
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FROM THE TEACHER’S PEN

"In the race of life, sometimes the
unusual steps bring the most fun and

valuable experiences."

Embracing the spirit of friendly
competition, our school held an
exhilarating Three-Legged Race
Championship between the Red and
Blue Houses on September 18, 2023.
This whimsical game never fails to
delight children, making it a perfect
outdoor activity, even for birthday
parties. 

All you need are pieces of fine rope,
string, or scarves. In this race, pairs
of competitors have their adjacent
legs bound together, with the goal of
outpacing the other pairs to reach the
finish line first. The race brought
sheer joy to our Grade I & II students,
reminding us that fun and laughter
are essential learning ingredients.
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THREE LEGGED RACE

DR.NEETI GAUTAM
HOD HINDI 

Dear students, 
Education is not just about acquiring
knowledge; it’s a journey that shapes your
character and values. Embrace the opportunity
to learn, for it opens doors to a world of
possibilities. Remember, being an effective and
efficient student requires dedication, curiosity,
and a strong work ethic. 

Strive for excellence in your studies, but also
nurture your moral compass. Respect,
empathy, and integrity should guide your
actions. 

Your teachers are here to guide you, but the
true path to wisdom lies in your commitment to
learning and upholding moral values. 

Regards 


